Multi-award winning
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Key Beneﬁts

Key Features

The Competitive Advantage

Smart Commodity Data Management

Low maintenance

Advanced auditing

High availability

Data agnostic

Rapid deployment

400+ ready data sources

High return on investment

Integrated modules

Proven technology

Artiﬁcial intelligence

Genic

TM

DataManager

Increased competition, tightening proﬁt margins, the new regulatory frameworks and Big Data all have a
profound impact on the business landscape. Organisations need to recalibrate their business models to
ensure survival at the basic level and to seek advantage. The future competitive advantage and
productivity improvements require ‘intelligent’ technologies that can process, manage, analyse and
provide ‘actionable insight’ from the unrelenting data streams.

Powerful, trusted and
functionally rich

The multi-award winning Genic DataManager™ oﬀers the next generation of architectural ﬂexibility for
managing all types of data adapting to changing business requirements and allowing controlled access to
the full range of critical business information and complex analytics.

Scalable & Functionaly Rich

Rapid Deployment

Genic DataManager™ is a dynamic platform that is designed for high
performance, ﬂexibility, ease of maintenance, component reusability
and scalability. The integrated system supports advanced auditing,
entitlements, data versioning, auto-generated calendars, a range of
database options and extensive API’s for application development.

Using standard content, best practices and repeatable processes,
DataGenic ensures a rapid deployment within a handful of weeks,
jump-starting the customer with a DataGenic footprint. With a highly
skilled team of implementation consultants, customers are assured of
quality, knowledge and thoroughness that goes far beyond our
customer’s expectations.

C/ETRM Integration

400+ Data Source Ready

DataGenic oﬀer seamless connectivity to your chosen C/ETRM
platform with a range of pre-built adaptors - using on-demand, event
driven technology or traditional pull-based methods. Whether your
requirement is market data, forward curves, matrices or reference data,
all data is cross-mapped and ready for system consumption.

Genic DataManager™ currently has access to over 400 data feeds. Data
feeds are widely and globally sourced from a range of exchanges,
government agencies and other trusted sources. Data can be provided
in real-time, delayed, end-of-day or historically for maximum ﬂexibility
and analysis. Data feeds include energy, commodities, ﬁnancial and
economic.

Built to manage all
of your data assets

“

“DataGenic oﬀer us a rare
combination of innovative
technology, domain knowedge
and outstanding customer
service.”

Commodity Data

Prices, Volatilities and Indexes

Trading Data

Transactions, Bid/Oﬀers, Counterparty

Risk Data

VaR, M-t-M, Reports

Metrological Data

Temperature, Precipitation, Wind

Economic Data

Inﬂation, GDP, Interest Rates

Plant Data

Generation, Emissions, Fuel Consumption

Hydrological Data

Water Levels, Flow Rates, Dam Levels

Technical Data

Installed Capacity, Storage, Eﬃciency

Proﬁle Data

Meter Consumption, Rate Card, Generic Proﬁles

Fundamental Data

Stock Levels, Import/Export, Drilling Activity

Event Data

News, Outage, Stochastics, Extraordinary

About DataGenic
DataGenic is the leading global provider of on-premise and in-cloud smart commodity data
management software,delivering intelligent analytics, real-time data content and proven
business value. The innovative solutions include a data-agnostic multi-commodity data
management platform, visual mapping and management of business processes, extensive and
extensible data quality management, unlimited forward curves contruction and an intelligent
decision framework.
To learn more about DataGenic intelligent solutions visit www.datagenicgroup.com. or
contact a DataGenic sales representative today.
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